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Here's the data    



 |   1 Reply

prad
15-Feb-2021

darn! i knew i had mispelt it! i'll fix it and post this xlsx file - thx for producing it!!    



B itt B k 

The global vegan milk market is expected to surpass $34 billion dollars. There are plenty of plant-based milk options available that are better than cow's milk. Where
dairy is harmful to the environment, many types of vegan milk are more eco-friendly. Between almond milk, oat milk, coconut milk, even hemp, hazelnut, and pecan -
which vegan milk is the best for the planet?

Watch the video to find out more! 

link

 

this is an excellent and informative video brought to my attention by brittany, our wonderful, resident vegan knowledgebase, veritably the encyclopedia brittanyca!! 

the ideas here are well presented and researched!

at a later point in time, it may be worth tabularizing the data the video has ... which before i barely finished making the suggestion, brittany has produced! thx once again,
brittany!

the file is attached!
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Brittany Bunk
15-Feb-2021

yes, my nickname is "brittannica"    



 |   1 Reply

Brittany Bunk
15-Feb-2021

the extra T is there on purpose    
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